Introduction

48
Hydrogen represents one of the highly attractive directions in 49 alternative energy research (Winter, 2009) . It is an environmen-50 tally gentle compound which can be formed by several biological 51 ways including both the light-dependent and dark fermentative 52 processes (Show et al., 2012) . Nowadays, considering practicality 53 aspects, the latter class seems more feasible and therefore not only facilities may be expected (Guo et al., 2010) . Although fermenta-59 tive hydrogen production is undoubtedly promising and it is devel-60 oping step by step to a level of real field applications, scientists 61 need to spend additional efforts to enhance the overall process effi-62 ciency, preferentially by using waste materials (Sinha and Pandey, 63 2011). In particular, from the upstream point of view, further 64 advancements are essential to attain better generation rates and 65 yields so that hydrogen can be made more competitive with other 66 energy carriers e.g. in economical terms (Hallenbeck and Ghosh, 67 2009). Nevertheless, it has been shown that the fate of biohydro-68 gen is also dependent on the successfulness of the downstream 69 technology which may contribute to the intensification of the pro-70 duction side (Bakonyi et al., 2013) . 71 Hence, various biological and engineering approaches have 72 been suggested with the aims mentioned, such as the construction 73 of more sufficient and robust hydrogen producer microorganisms 74 (metabolic-and genetic engineering), fermentation optimization 75 and bioreactor design (Guo et al., 2010) . All of these approaches 76 possess high importance because strains require proper surround-77 ings (e.g. pH, temperature, H 2 partial pressure, mass transfer, etc.) 78 to express their advantageous properties (Wang and Wan, 2009 
